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David Lanners
Outstanding Leadership Award
Awarded to

David J. Lanners, PMP
Chapter President
For your continuous distinguished service
and outstanding leadership contributions to
our chapter. Your vision and energy have
inspired and established programs which now
provide enduring world class chapter benefits.
Your extraordinary and selfless professional
dedication with maximum results from your
leadership have both honored our chapter and
brought great respect to our profession.

1999 - 2002

PMI - DALLAS CHAPTER
DAVID LANNERS OUTSTANDING LEADERSHIP AWARD
AWARD CRITERIA
To qualify for consideration as a candidate for the David Lanners Outstanding
Leadership Award, a candidate must satisfy the following minimum requirements:
1. Candidate must have provided continuous contributions in multiple areas,
accomplished in behalf of the Dallas Chapter members in both outstanding
leadership and distinguished service.
2. Continuous contribution of outstanding leadership and distinguished service
shall be defined as leadership and service for at least a full 18-month period
of time to the Dallas Chapter on Board authorized and sponsored projects
and programs for the benefit of the Dallas Chapter members.
3. Candidate must have demonstrating outstanding leadership and distinguished
service by inspiring, creating, developing, establishing, improving, leading, or
maintaining Board authorized and sponsored projects and programs for the
benefit of the Dallas Chapter members.
4. Candidate must have at least two outstanding leadership accomplishments
and one distinguished service accomplishment completed within a continuous
18 month period of time during the two-year period immediately preceding the
candidate’s nomination for the Award.
5. Candidate must be nominated and recommended to the Dallas Chapter
Board of Directors by any Dallas Chapter member other than the candidate.
6. Nomination and recommendation shall come to the Dallas Chapter Board in
the form of a signed letter or an e-mail sent to BoD@pmidallas.org. The letter
must describe in detail using specific examples to substantiate and illustrate
in 200 to 400 words (not to exceed 1 page) how the nominated candidate has
fully met each of the requirements in Items 1 - 4 above.
7. The Dallas Chapter Board of Directors will review all nominations and letters
of recommendation for confirmation that the candidate has fully met each of
the requirements in items 1 - 4 above. There must be an affirmative vote
from at least 70% of the Chapter Board in agreement that the candidate has
met all requirements in items 1 – 4 above for the candidate to be eligible to
receive this Award.
8. Following the affirmation vote in Step 7, the Chapter Board by simple majority
may elect to present the Award at a regular monthly membership meeting or
at any other time within a one-year period as agreed by the Board.

Thursday, 02/13/03

Board of Directors Meeting

To:

Dallas Chapter PMI Board of Directors

Date: February 1, 2003
Dear Fellow Board Members,
David Lanners has faithfully and continuously served the Dallas PMI Chapter for
a full 36 month (3 years, 1999 to 2002) as Chapter President. During that time
David has both inspired multiple Board authorized and sponsored projects for the
benefit of the Dallas Chapter members. Some of these are listed below.
Outstanding Leadership - Major Accomplishment #1
David Lanners with vision has inspired and provided outstanding leadership as
President in the creation and development of the Dallas Chapter RCC program.
Working with Marketing and the RCC team and others, David has sent out
numerous Marketing flyers and email correspondence. The RCC program has
provided significant membership growth and membership satisfaction to the
chapter members. David has provided Outstanding Leadership for the RCC
program continuously over the last 24 months.
Outstanding Leadership - Major Accomplishment #2
David Lanners with vision has inspired and provided outstanding leadership as
President in the update and development of the monthly PMP Certification
Review Sessions. David located and acquired Sybex materials and a working
relationship that has led to an outstanding upgrade of the chapter review
sessions, along with the team efforts of the Educational Committee. David has
continued to assist with the materials and email correspondence and has
provided Outstanding Leadership for the Chapter’s PMP Certification programs
over the last 36 months.
Distinguished Service - Major Accomplishments - 5 Minimum
David Lanners has provided extraordinary and selfless professional dedication
with distinguished service as President over the last 36 months.
•

Creating and presenting marketing presentations at monthly meetings

•

Ordering, building, and distributing PMI Materials at monthly meetings

•

Printing and distributing PMP Certification notebooks and supplies

•

Locating and distributing PMI promotion awards to the membership

•

Providing email correspondence communication for membership answers

For these continuous distinguished and outstanding leadership contributions to
our chapter, I am nominating and recommending David Lanners to receive the
initial "David Lanners Outstanding Leadership Award." His vision and energy
have inspired and established programs which now provide enduring world-class
benefits to our Dallas Chapter. David's extraordinary and selfless professional
dedication has honored our chapter and brought great respect to our profession.
Best Regards,
(original signed)
Dwight Davis, Dallas Chapter Member, Member ID # 19853

